Farmers Feedback

Farmers First Year with FSMA Inspection
Need Help Developing S.O.P. For Cleaning Harvest
Condensation Contamination on Crops and Covers
Azs Line Washers

- Power presoak tank.
- AZS rinse tunnel.
- Food safety folks love that it can be washed and is all stainless.
Bush Line Washers—To Be or Not To Be
BSAAO
Certificates of Compliance
From Vendors
Regulators That Wear More Than One Hat
Problems With the Bunch
Field Pack and Where to Put the Box
Barrel Washers
Infiltration? What is the Future for Monitoring This.
Cleaning vs Sanitizing
Is it Possible to Reuse Row Cover?
FSMA is Pushing Wholesale Buyers
Other Concerns with FSMA and Its Direction